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AWA State 1/2A Texaco – 11/11/2012 – Oakford
A cool and windy Sunday morning greeted the eight
pilots who turned out to fly in the State 1/2A Texaco
championship. Most found that the low level
turbulence was creating havoc during the early stages
of their flights. Once a good height was reached the
air smoothed out and some even managed to find lift
and fly the required maximum of six minutes.

Editors Rant..
Well, its finally here! The end of another year and one
that has been action packed to say the least! For
some of us, there has been a full card of weekends
as we indulged in SAM270, SAM1788, AWA,
Nationals and Free Flight competition as well as
furiously building and test flying new models. A
couple of us also got feverish about devils power and
built electrix for O/T events and there is a gaggle of
Phantom’s waiting the call to action. All this activity
made the year go faster (for me at least) as it doesn’t
seem like 8 months since we bid farewell to Bogwood
th
after the 30 SAM champs. Still – time waits for no
man and we must begin preparation for the new year.
A new calendar is being drawn up using the usual
highly technical process of analysis and input (ie
copying the previous years) and will be presented for
your comment soon. We are looking at adding a
couple more events and doubling up on others so be
prepared for some changes (gasp) and innovation
(swoon).

George flicking away patiently – with a starter!

Merry Bloomin Christmas
A big thanks to Rob & Judy Rowson for opening their
home to the WAMAC Geezers for the annual
Christmas shindig on December 2. We had an
excellent turnout – even some of the WAGS – and the
catering was outstanding. The only downer on the
evening was the inexplicable loss of our rusty club
icon and navigator extraordinaire, Alan “Burkhalter”
Trott. It seems that while Alan could navigate Spitfires
and Mustangs across the skies single handed back in
forties, he was unable to perform a similar feat in his
L300 Van from Gosnells to Canning Vale in the early
21 st century! After an hour lost in cloud and circling
aimlessly, not even a radio fix could guide Alan in and
he turned back for base, cursing his ancient charts
and dodgy compass. We missed you Trottsky –
maybe time to upgrade to a glass cockpit?

The sight of frustrated Geezers in a paddock
struggling with their Cox's, never fails to bring a smile
to one's face. And I dare say Ol' Leroy smiles down
upon every one of them as they flick and cuss at not
being able to coax their little Cox's into life.
Mike Butcher's day was cut short with his first flight
ending in an out landing and then damaging the tail
end of his Kerswap rendering it unflyable.

Geezer-Free until February
As per usual, the Geezer office will be closed over the
holiday season while we indulge in festive fair (but not
too much: have to watch our svelte figure). Having
said that, I expect a raft of new articles and pictures of
new projects to flood my inbox over this period so that
putting together the February edition will not strain my
grey matter or cause me to lose my warm and fuzzy
holiday glow.

Mikes Kersplatted Kerswap..

Troy “Dammit” Latto
Editor-that’s-large
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Results

An interesting model was brought out by George Car,
apparently built by Peter “Condo” Smith, utilising much
carbon fibre. Several members turned up their noses at
the sight of the “Black Magic” stuff. He eventually
succumbed to the dreaded curse of the Cox and decided
to call it quits.
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Kevin Hooper
Ian Dixon
Paul Baartz
Rod McDonald
Gary Dickens
Rob Rowson
George Car
Mike Butcher

Stardust Special
Bomber
RC-1 (55%)
Spearhead Junior
Anderson Pylon
Dallaire
Stardust Special
Kerswap

976
962
859
733
`436
272
22
0

See George – this is how they should sound when they
are going!!
Another competitor forced to retire was Rob Rowson. He
had managed a short flight with his Dallaire, but on a
subsequent flight was plagued with radio problems which
led to an out landing. Rob reckoned it might be wiser to
pack it in while he still had an intact model.

Three desperado’s on the run from the law.. thrown
together by circumstance..they are the Half-A Team!
Overall a good day of flying and fun was had by all.
As always, thanks must go out to those kind folks who
come down to the field to either act as timekeepers or
help out around the paddock.

It seems that Kevin Hooper benefited from Rob's early
retirement, managing to scrounge an engine off him to
complete his third flight, which turned out to be a
maximum. He had to sweat on several other pilots final
flights to see if he would need to fly again. Fortunately
his score was high enough to secure outright first place.

Rob Bovell.
th

AWA Antique '38 - 18 November 2012 – Wanneroo
Once again we travelled north to the Wanneroo
Aeromodellers airfield to fly the AWA Antique '38 event.
We were made to feel very welcome and a keen interest
in our models was shown by the local aero modellers.
The day was clear and reasonably warm with a
freshening sou' wester. Conditions were good early but
as the morning progressed the breeze continued to
freshen to the point where it was decided that we could
no longer continue to fly safely - maybe because Rod
McDonald managed to land his model on the roof of the
pits. A quick meeting decided that as we had managed to
complete two rounds we would call the event and award
the placings as they stood at the end of round two.

Winnie proves he’s still a dab hand with his cox..

It was a sad day for Rob Rowson and his Miss America,
which had been the pace setter for this event since its
inception. He put in a good first flight but managed to
launch into his second flight without switching on the
receiver. As is the norm in such circumstances, a perfect
take off with the model settling into a gentle turn and
climb. Now Rob normally gets a four minute engine run
and we aren't quite sure how long the engine ran this
time, but the model was last seen heading downwind at
great height. Some reckon the model was about four or
five kilometers away when it finally went out of sight.

Surprisingly Ian Dixon managed to fly into second place.
Considering Ian usually struggles with this event maybe
the times they are a changing.
Rounding out the main placings was Paul Baartz with a
strong third placing.
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Because of relative closeness of large trees and the
prevailing easterly breeze it was decided to use a
reduced format for the event being a half hour
competition with 10 second minimum flights and a
maximum flight time of 1 minute.

Ian Dixon was eventually declared the winner of the
shortened event. Even though he entered into the event
with his heart set on beating Rob Rowson, he was a little
disappointed to have won in this manner and reckoned it
may have knocked a little of the gloss off his win.

The flying got under way at 11am, after a few trimming
flights which produced laughter and mirth from most of
the gathering except for the flyer of the offending
models.

Greg McLure continues to campaign strongly with his
diminutive Mills 1.3 powered Bantam managing to claim
second place.
Even after putting his model on the roof of the pits Rod
McDonald scored enough points to take out third place.

Personally I made a questionable decision to use a
Simplex powered by a TeeDee 0.51, which was unflown
and proved to be badly out of trim, this condition did not
improve very much throughout the 30 minutes. Apart
from attacking Ian Dixon’s timer the model did not do
much on the day but teach me a few valuable lessons.

Results
1 Ian Dixon
Folly II / ED Hunter
2 Greg McLure Bantam / Mills 1.3
3 Rod McDonald Cyclone / Ed Hunter
4 Paul Baartz
RC-1 / O&R 60 SP
5 Rob Rowson Miss America / ED Hunter
6 Kevin Hooper Miss America / Anderson

1124
1054
1016
739
561
448

Once again the diesel brigade continues on their winning
way much to the chagrin of the spark ignition boys.
Finally, I would like to thank the kind folks who came
along to act as timekeepers and generally help out.
Rob Bovell.
AWA F/F power Scramble 2012

By default WAMAC ended up running the Power
Scramble for 2012.
Rob Bovell’s nicely turned out little Hatchet Man. Flew
very well once properly trimmed – but don’t they all?

Finding a suitable venue proved a challenge and on the
day of the event a promised paddock was not used due
to us being unable to locate the landowner on the day to
let him know we were about to use his paddock.

Troy Latto and Ian Dixon got their respective models
trimmed early and both put up very commendable
scores considering the conditions, with Troy prevailing
by 10 seconds. Rob Bovell took a little longer to get the
trim right on his model but at the end of proceedings it
was performing quite nicely, thank you.

After a “Cooks Tour” of the Mundijong area it was
decided to hold the event at our now famous world class
facilities at Oakford.

Paul about to launch theSimplex – not the most
successful of scramble models but capable of some
sweet, if inadvertent, aerobatics.

Scramble Flightline. Dicko gives strict instructions to his
family of helpers while Baartzy gets some advice from his
entourage..
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Results:
1. Troy Latto
2. Ian Dixon
3. Rob Bovell
4. Paul Baartz

Cardinal
407 sec from 19 flights
Hatchet Man 397 sec from 18 flights
Hatchet Man 164 sec from 9 flights
Simplex
24 sec from 2 flights

Happy Landings Paul Baartz
(Editors note: For all attendees of the 30th SAM champs I
would like to point out that the Cardinal I flew in the
scramble was the famous “Dam Buster” that gave me the
cruel and quite un-necessary pseudonym I am now stuck
with. Happily it didn’t find any water this time.)
Letter to the Editor..
George gives Mike Butcher a crash course in HLG
heaving!

Last sunday H/CLG followed by club Tomboy went off
really well. I have often felt that we could double up on
some of our contest days by having a short event prior to
the main event of the day, the not-so-serious events are
obvious choices. During the time allowed for Tomboy (9.30
to 11), the conditions got progressively better, reflected by
the successive "time to beat" - 6, 8, 9, then 10 and finally
16 minutes, making it very exciting, however it could just as
easily have been flown in 1 hour, earlier - it would still be
an event for getting long motor runs and finding good air. I
think many club members are prepared to turn up for
events earlier than 9.30, and was very pleasantly surprized
to find many already on the field, practicing, before I arrived
for the HLG at 7:15. We could perhaps trial new classes or
ideas in such a format prior to a serious event in the
months with early sunrise.

WA State Free Flight Catapult and Hand Launched
Glider Contest 2012
The West Australian State Free Flight Hand and
Catapult launched glider contest for the State Floating
trophy (started in 1955) was held at Oakford (ie, the
th
WAMAC field) on 25 November, from 7.15 to 9.15am.
Conditions were fair, sunny with mild south easterly
windy gusts, improving during the contest. Keen flyers
had arrived and commenced trimming before the contest,
and there was a flurry of activity starting from 7.15, with
entrants enthusiastically running up their allowed 6
flights, but for two who damaged their sole models during
the attempts.

A lovely day for throwing toy planes about..
A gaggle of Chuckies from Greg “fishy” McLure – Hervat
at the front, home brews at the back..

Driving to the field that early did remind me of the old
FreeFlighter's story: chap got up before dawn, as usual on
a sunday, and started loading his car, when he noticed the
weather was not too flash, so tuned into the weather report.
It forecast worsening conditions. He reluctantly accepted
reality, took the things out of the car, then went upstairs
and snuggled up to his still-sleeping wife. "Gee, weather is
horrible outside" he whispered, "Yes, mumbled his wife,
still dozing....... and to think that dumb husband of mine is
out there flying those stupid toys....."

The flights seemed to have all been completed within an
hour, and there was a lull during which flyers prepared for
the next contest of the day (Club “Tomboy” event). In
fine tradition for HLG events, Gary Dickens arrived with
10 minutes to go, entered his one model and put up 3
flights for a win (15, 27 and 28s)! Placegetters were Gary
Dickens first, Phil Letchford second and Greg McClure
third. Models flown were traditional HLGs, including a
vintage “Hervat” and a “Butterfly” there being no CLG or
discus launch models used.

George Car
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Fourteen entrants participated of which Rod McDonald
flew both ic and electric. His ic model suffered structural
failure of the wing on the first flight and was retired.
George “motor” Car leapt out of the box early and set
9:09 flight time which looked to be a winner until Gary
“Winnie” Dickens blitzed it with a 16 minute flight that
just couldn’t be topped. Dicko worked every little bubble
and patch for the next 14 mins in a futile attempt to
avoid handing over the trophy he has held for the past 4
years but to no avail.
Richard Sutherland kept everyone working hard and
“Dammit” Latto wasted many precious minutes battling
an engine fault that was eventually traced to a
disconnected fuel line in the tank bowl.

Phil wanders nonchalantly back to the box after retrieving
his chuck glider from where it landed in the back of Dicko’s
van..
Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Gary Dickens
Greg McLure
Phil Letchford
Troy Latto
Ian Dixon
George Car
Michael Butcher

70
64
52
42
39
16
12

Why won’t that MP Jet start, Dammit!!
All flew the 36” standard version of the tomboy with the
most popular motor being the MP Jet 0.6.These motors
perform well with power and reasonable economy,
making them ideal for the 3ml of fuel allocation.
RESULTS:

The start of a great day for Winnie – victory in the AWA
HLG event – well done!

SAM270 Tomboy Postal event 2012
The weather was warm with light to moderate
southeasterly winds when flights got underway at about
9.30am. Flying conditions improved as the morning
proceeded and a few lucky pilots found some really good
lift patches which of course gave some flights around the
15-minute mark.

IC
1. Gary Dickens
PAW.55
2. Ian Dixon
Irvine Mills
3. Richard Sutherland MP Jet
4. George Car
MP Jet
5. Troy Latto
MP Jet
6. Rob Bovell
MP Jet
7. Kevin Hooper
PAW 0.9
8. Brett Slyns-Daniels MP Jet
9. Rod McDonald
Mills .75
10 Ian Johnson
Mills .75
11 Greg McLure
Mills .75

967 seconds
837
632
549
481
396
363
275
0
DNF
DNF

Electric
1. Paul Baartz
2. Rod McDonald
3. Ray Silbereisen

896
775
554

Electric
Electric
Electric
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“He’s behind you Andy!!”

WAMAC Christmas BBQ - 2012
nd

The 2 of December saw the Free Flight power scramble
in the morning held (eventually) at our field in Oakford, and
our Christmas Bar-B-Q Get together in the evening. There
were a few old geezers with aching legs but this did not
deter them from enjoying the hospitality extended by Rob
and Judy Rowson who hosted the event at their home in
Canning Vale. It was also wonderful to see the wives and
children attending and be able to chat in a relaxed
environment and converse with partners.

Mrs Dammit makes sure her husband doesn’t burn the
steak while Dicko wonders if he should have brought
kebabs instead..

A gathering of geezers and their WAGS..
A lot of stories about old times, old mates and wonderful
memories of aero modelling activities of past years could
be heard being from some of our older members. As usual
there was the gathering of the guys around the B-B-Q, all
experts at how things should be cooked.
Mein Host Rob “Rowdy” Rowson makes sure Dammit
doesn’t scoff the buffet in one sitting
SAM-ta Comes to Visit,,
Christmas is coming and Santa is on his way.
Condo is getting another engine ,
a Mccoy ,did i hear someone say .
The bearded one wants razor blades
but Gail is not so sure ,i guess they
will end up in the bottom drawer.
Latto is trying to get a Phantom to go but I think
he would have better luck if he stood under Mistletoe.
Jim Rae has had a good year ,winning everything in sight
,but i suspect Santa will still visit him on Christmas night.
Santa will come to us via Queensland so i hear,
where little "Condolhiza" Walsh will see
Santa for the very first time.
Now Santa visits everyone whether they are good or bad
so lets hope he leaves goodies in your bag.
Now if Santa only leaves you Undies
and you were looking for more.
Then celebrate Christmas in July
and come to Parkes if you want some more .

Hans conducts the cooks orchestra as the play the
sausage symphony in beer flat
They must have all been right, or it could have been the
overseeing of Annette Latto who somehow had managed
to find herself amongst the B-B-Q huddle with a beer in her
hand, I didn’t see anything resembling the sole of an old
boot coming off the hot plate at all, job well done. From the
laughter heard throughout the evening it was obvious all
enjoyed themselves. Once again thank you Rob and Judy
for being the perfect hosts and allowing the rest of us to
invade their back yard.
Dicko

Now SAM members are a crafty lot ,
and i fear to say we may all miss out ,
Because Santa is likely to end up
pissed under Dickos Christmas tree!
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Merry Christmas
From Condo 2012

Watt For??

DECONSTRUCTION PAGE..
Building square and true
with Hans Van Leeuwen

Some more devil powered machinery from Green Grass
this month. On display for your delectation is his second
crack at a Record Hound. Motor is a MVVS Redliner on 4
cells. Yet to fly. He has since started his next project: a
Weathers Westerner with an all flying tailplane.

There’s no doubt that well-built models fly best. Anything that
aids us to achieve accuracy is worthwhile. I’ve used several of
Bob Holman’s building aids and I find most of them extremely
useful. His fuselage jig is one of the most useful things I’ve ever
used.
I include some pics of it in use and I think that it speaks for itself.
I chose to only buy the uprights as the cost of shipping the base
became excessive. I use a piece of 16mm ply as the base and
it works a treat. The uprights come laser cut and you assemble
them. The photos show my Bomber fuselage under
construction.

MVVS mounted, wired and propped for action.

Rolled out of the hangar for a photocall

A lovely finish on the Hound – yellow and black “Hong Kong
Kote” with orange check trim. Klarich kit.
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Oshkosh 2012 – An adventure to the
Airventure by Kevin Hooper

If you’re into “Scale” this is a smorgasbord of P51’s, P 40’s,
B25’s, P38’s Navy dive bombers, a torpedo bomber- the list
goes on. There is even a Mig 21, three Czech Albatrosses and
a Super Corsair. You can actually go up to them and kick the
tyres and if you chat up the owner you can even climb up on
the wing for a look see into the cockpit. All are polished up to
the “hilt”- in fact the reflection off the polished aluminium is
hard on the eyeballs. There was also a P36 that looks a bit
like a spitfire and half a P51A.

Part 4 – in which our heroes encounter More warbirds than you
can point a browning 303 at!
The DC3 mentioned in the previous article was one of three we
saw parked up on the grass verge west of the main strip, as were
the Piper Cubs and other aircraft. To give the readers some idea
of the layout of Wittman field at Oshkosh, we have included the
airport diagram that will be referenced through the following
articles:

Mig 21 “Fishbed” – still in active service with some countries
after nearly 40 years!
The P51s we noticed on a closer inspection had been
completely rebuilt others refurbished. When looking at the
hydraulics and plumbing inside the wheel housings under the
wing the mass of tubes and fittings was incredible. As these
aircraft were parked close together you could see the slight
differences between them. Looking in on the top of the wings
the guns were loaded (blanks of course) and one could
visualise the amount of ammo they could carry inside the
wings. A drop tank was deployed under the belly to enable the
aircraft the additional range as escorts for the bombers over
Europe. Resplendent in one was the Rolls Royce V12 in all its
finery.

The apron previously mentioned is 1/3 of the way down the main
North/South runway on the Western side, this runway being 8000ft
in length. This is the strip used throughout Air Adventure for all the
flying displays. Having dragged ourselves to this end of the strip,
thankfully Air Adventure is well organised with red, blue and yellow
routed trams. With the approach of the red tram we bailed up the
tram and hitched a ride to the top end of the strip to “Warbird
Alley”.
Nothing like the genuine article – A Rolls Royce Merlin V12 in
the front of a P51!

Things that make you go WOW! “Old Crow” Leads a lineup of
shiny P51 Mustangs
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The P40's were represented as well some with the Rolls Royce
engine others with the Packard V12 or earlier versions with the
Allinson engines. The sharks' teeth artwork was there. It was
evident that there were no British built aircraft in the lineup.
Just for interest there was a ladder up to the cockpit on the
Mig, so we climbed up and took a happy snap of the cockpit.
The bubble canopy held aloft by two blocks of timber. I wasn't
sure if this aircraft was flown in or trucked in. What amazed
Rob and myself was the short wingspan. The pilot was
virtually sitting aloft a jet engine, wow it must have been an
awesome ride in those days of the cold war. Since that time if
you have the cash you can purchase any aircraft from that
side. Further on from the Mig were three Albatrosses which
were a military trainer from the Czech Republic. There was
also a Nanchang and a Yak.

Just a Minute!!
th

Minutes of general meeting held on: 9 November 2012
Held at: 20 Granville Way, Willetton WA
Meeting started at: 8pm with vice president Troy Latto in
the chair.
Members present: T.Latto, P.Baartz, G.Cooke,
R.Rowson, B.Slyns-Daniels, K.Hooper, R.Bovell
G.McLure
Apologies: I.Dixon, G.Car, Woody Bartelt
Visitors:

The 4x2 Canopy system – cheap, cheerful and effective!

Correspondence inwards:
Gary Ryan regarding electric OT rules.
Rule change suggestions for OT Standard Duration.
D.Markwell regarding layout of field for safety reasons. (
some discussion took place and decided that this should
be a recommendation only as most fields, including ours,
would not accommodate the size of the layout.)
Correspondence outwards:
Geezer newsletter to mailing list.
Treasurers report:
Balance $15,229.00,
16 members and 10 associates.
Account for payment for $130 for hire of slasher.
nd
Moved P,Baartz, 2 K.Hooper carried

Can’t you just hear the growl? The venerable P40
Tomahawk, painted to represent Claire Chenault’s AVG
unit “The Flying Tigers”

Minutes of previous meeting:
were confirmed as circulated to members.
nd
Moved G.Cooke, 2 R.Bovell and carried.
Business arising: nil
General Business:
Thanks to members who attended busy bee at the field,
much improved area and lower fire risk with slashing of
area and tracks in.
Club Christmas BBQ to be held at R.Rowsons house on
nd
2 December with 5pm start.
AWA State champs 1/2A Texaco postponed to
11/11/2012.
Electric OT Rules, club agrees with submitting them, to
MAAA for inclusion in their rules.

Authenticity! The port wing of a P51 with the breaches of 3
browning M2 .50 Cal guns – complete with ammo belt.

Discussion regarding fire precautions in flying field.

By this time both Rob and I were now feeling the effects of jet lag
so we decided to head back to the shuttle bus and back to the
Uni for tea then returning back to the field for the night's
entertainment, the "Steve Miller Band". Next edition we will
cover some history of the recovery of "Glacier Girl" a flying
example of a P38.

State f/f HLG and catapault glider to be held at Oakford on
25/11/2012, 7.30am start.
F/F Power scramble was decided to hold this event at
Mitchell paddock on corner Kargotich and Gossage roads
nd
at 10am on 2 December.

Hoops

Meeting Closed at: 8.50pm

Next month we delve deeper in to Warbird history with a
walkaround of “Glacier Girl”

th

Next Meeting on 14 December.
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2012 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield”
Progress table
SAM No.
SAM27017
SAM2706
SAM2704
SAM27021
SAM2701
SAM27012
SAM2703
SAM27022
SAM27014
SAM27024
SAM27023
SAM27028
SAM27019
SAM27025
SAM27027
SAM27010
SAM27016
SAM27026
SAM27030
SAM27031
SAM2702
SAM2707
SAM2708
SAM2709
SAM27011
SAM27013
SAM27015
SAM27020
SAM27029

Name
I Dixon
R McDonald
T Latto
K Hooper
P Baartz
G Dickens
R Rowson
R Sherburn
H Van Leeuwen
R Sutherland
G McLure
R Silbereisen
R Bovell
L Isitt
M Butcher
G Eyres
J Voak
B Slyns-Daniels
P Everitt
G Car
P Spencer
D Bentley
D Gibbs
G Sayers
R Hoogenkamp
A Trott
G Cook
C Behr
C Edwards

Office Wallahs..

President: Ian Dixon

Club Points
22
16
14
13
10
9
7
7
5
5
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
-

Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au
Contest Co-ordinator: Rob Bovell
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au
______________________________________________
Club Meetings

Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way,
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a
sense of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided.
Stronger Beveridge’s are at your own expense and
will be gratefully consumed when you’re not looking.
______________________________________________
Club PlanZ Library

___________________________________________________

The club has a growing library of old timer and
nostalgia plans for your delectation. The catalogue is
available from Ian Dixon. The simple rule of the plans
library is: If you borrow it, copy it and bring back the
original! If you have a plan that you would like to
donate to the library, see Ian and he will snatch it
from your trembling hand!

“Paul Baartz Shield” criteria
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2012
flying season. Participation is open to all AWA
affiliated pilots but trophies and points will only be
awarded
to
SAM270
members.
SAM270
membership is automatically awarded to new and rejoining WAMAC members and numbers will be
allocated on a sequential basis. Once you are
allocated a SAM number, it’s yours for life and it will
not be re-allocated. An entry fee for each event will
be charged to cover costs of trophies and engraving.
Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 points;

_____________________________________________

Contest Calendar for 2012
Date
th
May 27
th
June 10
st
July 1
th
July 15
th
August 12
th
August 25
th
August 26
th
September 9
rd
September 23
th
October 7
st
October 21
th
November 4
th
November 18
th
November 25

Event
Nostalgia
1/2A Texaco and Burford
Duration
38 Antique
Burford
Std Duration
Texaco
Duration
Std Duration
1/2A electric Trial
Texaco
1/2A Texaco
38 Antique
Tomboy Rally

Location
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Wanneroo
Oakford
Merredin
Merredin
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Wanneroo
Oakford

Start time
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
2.00pm
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am

Note: The Nostalgia and electric O/T events marked in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2012 run by SAM270.
Events marked in RED are AWA State events run by WAMAC. All other events are club events run by SAM270
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SAM Supporters

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Owen Engines
Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.
Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Aerotech Electronics
Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!
Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net
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